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CONNECTING THE WIRING HARNESS:

The Liquid Chiller LC3220E-H requires a 24V 15 amp or greater power supply.

 Use 24V power supply
 Connect to your application

When connect to your application / device, be absolutely sure to install the black wire as
negative/ground. The red wire as positive. Reversing the polarity of the power will fry
the system and void the warranty.

*Do NOT power the Liquid Chiller on without liquid or coolant formula in the reservoir.
Lubrication is necessary for the system to run properly.

DIMENSION & WEIGHT:

The Liquid Chiller is portable, you can take it anywhere you like.

External dimension: 10.75” x 6.5” x 6”
Net weighs: 5kgs/11lbs.

Mounting location should be in the coolest, most ventilated portion of your system.
Chiller air will boost efficiency and reduce current draw. Mount the chiller where the
intake is facing away from the transmission tunnel and exhaust.

We recommend you use 1 – 1.5 inch spacers between the base plate and the floor pan
to prevent from heat soak.

ADDITIONAL RESOURSES FOR COOLING EFFICIENCY:

 2 x 1.5m (60 inches) liquid pipes
 2 x quick connectors
 1x power cord
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Like a air conditioner, aftermarket parts affect performance.

In most laser devices and equipment, power blower/fan is necessary to source cooler air
and enable your Liquid Chiller to perform to its potential.

If your device is a compact and confined enclosure, you can consider installing extra
fan for better ventilation.

Also, consider the shorter the distance between chiller and the system, the more
efficient the cooling. Cooling hoses can be cut to fit and shrink wrapped for a clean,
finished look.

PRIMING THE SYSTEM:

 Pre-mix one part liquid to one part distilled water

*Do not power the system on before priming.

With this powerful Liquid Chiller LC3220E-H, we pre-lubricate and fully-charge with
refrigerant before shipping. Before hooking up the chiller to 24V power supply, please
pick up and shake the system vigorously. Shake it the same way you would a can of
spray paint – this re-lubricates the internals and eliminates air bubbles.

Fill the coolant reservoir with one part liquid or one part distilled water mixture until the
fluid level reaches 0.5 inches from the top (water tank).

Connect the priming tube (6 inch clear tubing included in Liquid Chiller LC3220E-H
packaging) to a dual prong adapter to create a priming loop.

Snap the priming loop onto the Liquid Chiller prongs.
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Plug in the wiring harness or DC power supply and switch the spin button to the mode
you like (H=Heat, C=Cool). Later, you hear a beeping noise and see the display lights
come on.

Once the system powers on, you will see the coolant mixture start to pump through the
priming loop and the coolant reservoir level will go down. This is due to the formula
traveling throughout the system.

COOLING MODE
Turn the spin button to “C”, open cooling function.
* Notice the button “set” work as OK button.

Following the steps below:
Press “set” for 3 seconds → PO → set → select “C” → set → Rst → set → press button
▲ or to set the temperature you want → set

HEATING MODE
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Turn the spin button to “H”, open heating function.
* Notice the button “set” work as OK button.

Following the steps below:
Press “set” for 3 seconds → PO → set → select “H” → set → Rst → set → press button
▲ or to set the temperature you want → set

After the temperature was set, please wait for approximately 3 minutes (The chiller
needs time to keep system balance before start-up) as the system is priming and
adjusting in temperature.

Notice:
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1. The cooling hose is optional part. You can use your own transparent PVC soft tubing.
2. Disconnect the priming tube ( you do not have to turn the system off for this step).
3. Connect the cooling hose to water tank or reservoir pre-cooling loop at the end to the
system prongs where the loop was connected before.

You will immediately see the fluid level decrease due to the transfer throughout the hose
and garment internals.

Gradually refill the reservoir with coolant mixture until it reaches 0.5 inches from the top
once again.

After you tighten the cap on the reservoir, your system is primed and ready to be used.
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COOLING PERFORMANCE CHART:

* Cooling: Water temp drops to 5℃ degree in 8 minutes.
* Heating: Water temp rises to 40℃ degree in 6 minutes.

This most compact size cooler is not only facilitated installation but also assures end
users having an excellent cooling performance with tiny refrigerated compressor. The
miniature cooling system especially applies to microclimate cooling system and provides
extraordinary cooling capacity for the extremely hot environment and confined space.
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WORKING PRINCIPLE:
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DIMENSIONS:

339 x 207 x 275mm (LxWxH)
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CUSTOMIZED

If a change in physical dimensions, flow/pressure requirements, etc. is required for your
application, RIGID specializes in volume manufacturing of refrigeration systems tailored
to your application.

Feel free to contact ann@rigidhvac.com about your cooling requirements, we will get
back to you within 12hrs.

RIGID accepts OEM manufacturing and offers customize service. Our easy-going R&D
teams work for your special needs.

ATTENTIONS:

1. If you run the fluid level in the system low for too long, a safety mechanism will
activate, shutting the Liquid Chiller down to prevent it from running dry and overheating.
If this occurs, turn the system off and refill the reservoir before powering on.

2. If the system does not power back on, unplug the wiring harness (or AC adapter)
from the Liquid Chiller, wait a few seconds, then plug it back in.

UPDATE DETAILS:
The Liquid Chiller includes the following features:

 Auto-restarting power converter – If there is a voltage drop, as a safety function, the system

automatically shuts the compressor off.

 More powerful fans – Dual high-efficient fan. This not only increases cooling performance but

helps decrease amp draw due to the elimination of excessive heat within the chiller.

 Pre-cooling – Included with 2 x 1.5m (60 inches) liquid pipes. With a dual prong adapter, the

tube can also be used for pre-cooling. Connect the priming loop onto the end of the cooling

hose, or connect the loop directly to your system’s water tank.

 Wide range temp setting – Our compressor makes better use of various temperature setting

(4C ~ 45C degree), utilizing it for a longer period of time. The system will stay at 100% power

until it is within 2 degrees of the target temperature setting.

 Lower amp draw – Expect to see a power savings. Working current 3~4 amps.

 Power on/off – If the system is turned off and the power is removed and then reconnected,

the system will stay off. If the system is on and the power is removed and then reconnected,

the system will come back on.

mailto:ann@rigidhvac.com
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WARNING:

 Do not add any fluid other than RIGID Systems’ Coolant Formula and distilled water to the

Liquid Chiller. (Serums, antifreeze, etc.) Could possibly result in the congelation or freezing of

the internals of the system.

 Do not power the Liquid Chiller on without Coolant Formula in the reservoir. The safety

mechanism shuts the system down if it runs too low. Refill the system with a one to one

mixture of coolant formula and distilled water before reconnecting power to the Liquid Chiller.

 Be aware of frozen of the internal of the system, when you set temperature lower than 4C

degree (39F).

 Liquid Chiller operating temperature should not exceed 60C degree (140F). Voltage should

not exceed 30V.

https://www.rigidhvac.com/store/products/335445
http://www.rigidhvac.com/24v-liquid-chiller-package

